
Minutes* 
 

Senate Committee on Educational Policy 
Wednesday, September 18, 2013 

2:00 – 4:00 
238A Morrill Hall 

 
 
Present: Alon McCormick (chair), Michael Anderson, Nicola Alexander, Erich Beckert, 

Thomas Brothen, Lee-Ann Breuch, Elaine Darst, Gayle Golden, Janine Grebin, Keith 
Mayes, Robert McMaster, Nic McPhee, Kristen Nelson, Moshe Volovik 

 
Absent: Karla Hemesath (for Barbara Brandt), Charlene Ellingson, Sally Gregory Kohlstedt 
 
Guests: Susan VanVoorhis (Academic Support Resources) 
 
Other: Suzanne Bardouche, Leslie Schiff (Office of Undergraduate Education); Professor 

Patricia Schaber (Classroom Advisory Subcommittee); Jon Steadland (Office of the 
President) 

 
[In these minutes:  (1) Office of Undergraduate Education strategic planning; (2) e-learning issues; (3) 
committee business] 
 
 
1. Office of Undergraduate Education Strategic Planning 
 
 Professor McCormick convened the meeting at 2:00 and turned to Vice Provost McMaster to 
lead a discussion on the Office of Undergraduate Education strategic planning effort. 
 
 Vice Provost McMaster provided a handout with the working title "Undergraduate Education 
at the University of Minnesota:  A Decade of Accomplishment, Priorities for the Five-Year Period 
2014-2019, and the Key Challenges Moving Forward," and noted the members of the executive group 
in his office who will be responsible for much of the strategic planning work—and that there will be 
many people who will contribute to the plan.  He recalled that last spring, as a result of changes in his 
office, he decided to embark on a strategic-planning process following 10 years of improvements in 
undergraduate education on the campus.  Shortly thereafter President Kaler announced there would be 
an institutional strategic-planning process and asked that the Office of Undergraduate Education 
continue its effort, which would be integrated with the institutional process. 
 
 Dr. McMaster also provided a draft outline of the topics to be addressed in the planning 
process; after they have been developed, he will bring them to the consultative process for discussion.  
The list of topics and a few notes on some of them follow. 
 
A.    The Mission of OUE (Mission Statement) and the vision for undergraduate education at the U of 
M Twin Cities campus now and for the future:  the idea is to define what makes undergraduate 
education on the Twin Cities campus distinctive and helps it attract the very best students—and to 
continue to be able to do so in the future.  Many of the students who apply to the Twin Cities campus 
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are also looking at other top public and private institutions; the University has moved into a new level 
of competition for students, so what makes it competitive?  Some factors may include the fact that it is 
a major research university, the Twin Cities metropolitan area, and the University's position within the 
state. 
 
B.    The national picture of undergraduate education and trends:  there have been many changes in the 
last decade in federal rules, financial aid, and now the new proposal from the Obama administration 
for ranking colleges and universities. 
 
C.    A history of accomplishments over the last decade:  the metrics for freshmen have increased, 
retention rates have increased, satisfaction rates have increased—it is an impressive story. 
 
D.    K-12 Minnesota initiatives affecting U of M:  this is the primary University pipeline for students, 
with 60-65% of undergraduates coming from the state.  
 
E.    Enrollment management and admissions: in terms of recruiting areas for the University, 
Minnesota is primary, the Midwest is second, and the rest of the nation is third, and his office works 
with the colleges on recruitment, including on diversity. 
 
F.    Enhancing financial aid and financial aid planning:  this includes need-based aid, merit-based aid, 
and middle-income aid. 
 
G.    The Undergraduate Experience:  the first-year experience, the second-year experience, as well as 
the experiences of the transfer, international, and commuter student. 
 
H.    Academic student support/success:  there will be an intensive look at advising, how it works and 
how it can be improved. 
 
I.    Student Life on campus (Student Affairs):  this is about engagement. 
 
J.    Undergraduate Research 
 
K.    Service Learning 
 
L.    The University Honors Program:  it is now six years old and may need to move forward in new 
ways. 
 
M.    The President’s Emerging Scholars Program:  this is a reiteration of the Access to Success 
program, formerly in three colleges and now in all undergraduate-admitting colleges, for students who 
do not meet normal primary admission metrics but who the admissions staff believe can succeed at the 
University, based on holistic review, including secondary metrics. 
 
N.    The University curriculum:  this includes the Council on Liberal Education, the Campus Writing 
Board, and a look at impediments to graduation (they have identified a number of areas that may cause 
students problems in getting through). 
 
O.    Evaluating and Enhancing student learning 
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P.    Towards reaching retention/graduation goals 
 

Dr. McMaster then turned to the ten highest priorities in undergraduate education as he sees 
them right now and offered a few comments.  He noted that the list contains only nine items, as he 
expects the priorities to evolve as the plan is more fully developed and discussed.  Items may be added 
or combined. 
 
Q.   Highest priorities 
 
a.    Improving four- and six-year rates (65% and 85%):  what is the next aspirational metric? 
b.    Closing the retention and graduation gap (continued focus on under-represented students):  this is 
a critical metric for the campus. 
c.    Enhancing co-curricular opportunities:  this is a significant part of undergraduate education that 
includes research, study abroad, service learning, internships, and so on. 
d.    Improving competitive financial aid packages (the need for increased scholarships):  this is a 
complicated puzzle, and universities are worrying about discussions in Washington about the future of 
Pell grants. 
e.    U of M’s plan for transfer enrollment and student success:  this needs significant discussion.  
Where do transfer students come from, what success do they have, what colleges do they enroll in, 
how do they perform?  MnSCU is also interested in what the University finds so it learns how its 
students who transfer to the University perform at the University. 
f.    Positioning the U of M within the Minnesota higher education landscape 
g.    Strategies for becoming a more national-level university:  which means an increase in the number 
of non-reciprocity and international students. 
h.    Creating a more interdisciplinary curriculum:  this needs to be improved. 
i.    Enhancing student engagement:  including, for example, student employment, recreational sports 
facilities, etc. 
 
 Dr. McMaster related that his office has been working on these nine topics all summer and 
they are near a final version; they have talked with a number of groups about them and he also brought 
them up with the Faculty Consultative Committee.  So that is what they propose to do, he concluded, 
and said that the result will be a substantial document representing a significant effort on the part of 
his office. 
 
 Professor McCormick observed that the list includes a number of items that are already 
coming to the Committee and he asked Dr. McMaster for suggestions where the Committee might 
help shape ideas.  Dr. McMaster said that it would be most helpful for him to return to the Committee 
when it is time to identify priorities (e.g., transfer student issues, becoming a national-level institution, 
and the metrics that should be used for the items under Q).   
 
 Professor Brothen asked if items A-P would be historical.  They would not, Dr. McMaster 
responded; they will identify where the campus wants to go in the next five years as it must compete 
more rigorously for students.  For example, what should be the priorities in enrollment management?  
In each area, they will try to document what has been accomplished, where the campus is now, and 
where it wants to go.  A-P is a soup-to-nuts discussion and analysis; Q will use items A-P to decide 
where to go in the next few years. 
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 Professor Nelson asked what the two or three unique challenges will be that must be addressed 
in the next five years or so vis-à-vis the other Big Ten schools.  This kind of process is taking place at 
all of them in some form.  Dr. McMaster demurred on Professor Nelson's proposition about the Big 
Ten schools but said that for enrollment management issues, such as the retention/graduation gap and 
the slowdown in the increases in tuition, all universities are establishing rigorous goals because 
undergraduate tuition is their lifeblood; they are also focusing on financial aid because if institutions 
do not have increased resources, it will be more and more difficult to recruit students and to enhance 
access. 
 
 Professor Mayes asked, apropos of access, if the campus wants to connect under-represented 
minorities in the country, what about recruitment (item Q(d))?  Is that a separate category?  Some of 
the numbers have fallen.  Dr. McMaster said that the campus's diversity has been stable the last five 
years, approximately 18-20% of the undergraduate student body.  What about the disaggregated data, 
Professor Mayes asked?  There is annual variation across ethnic groups, Dr. McMaster said.  Professor 
Mayes observed that recruitment is a large part of enrollment management, including the recruitment 
and success of under-represented groups.  He also said that the University's efforts will take place 
within the context of court decisions in Fisher v. Texas and rising ACT scores. 
 
 Professor McPhee said that some of the elements of Dr. McMaster's plan seem to be Twin-
Cities-specific while others seem University-wide (e.g., tuition and financial is larger than just the 
Twin Cities campus).  Second, of the elements of Q, how will it be decided what goes and what stays?  
What data will drive the decisions?  Dr. McMaster concurred with Professor McPhee's first statement; 
some are system issues and they will reach out to the other campuses on those that are (such as tuition 
and financial aid).  On the second, as they consult and see the data, they will refine the items during 
the spring and identify what the final priorities will be.  He said that at this point he cannot say exactly 
how the list will be refined.  Dr. Schiff agreed and said that until they gather data and start to write, 
they won't know. 
 
 Ms. Golden asked how international students will be captured in the plan.  They will be a 
major part of enrollment management, Dr. McMaster said. 
 
 Dr. Anderson said that with respect to the point about becoming a more national-level 
university, truly national universities are international, so perhaps the goal should be international.  
Vice Provost McMaster said that the enrollment-management discussion will take up that point, but he 
reiterated the point that undergraduate enrollment at the University must remain about 60-65% 
Minnesotans because this is the state university and because of the constituents it serves.  There needs 
to be a review of reciprocity as well as national and international enrollment (if, for example, the 
University wanted to double the enrollment of international students, what category of other students 
would that increase be taken from, assuming that total undergraduate enrollment will not grow?).  Dr. 
Anderson suggested they should also be thinking about how the University compares with 
international universities (the best in the world, not just the best institutions in the U.S.). 
 
 Professor Brothen said that in the case of many of the issues that Dr. McMaster presented, 
there are bigger issues.  For example, the interdisciplinary curriculum involves the budget model; how 
will they handle the larger issues that intersect with these?  Dr. McMaster said they have talked about 
this and noted that his office funds “challenge courses,” which are pilot courses that are 
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interdisciplinary, but he doubted that the planning process in his office can fix any problems that may 
exist with the budget model and interdisciplinary teaching, but they can try to ensure the problems are 
addressed.  He noted that there is also a task force on interdisciplinary activities at work. 
 
 Professor McCormick said that one challenge is that the University may not be as energetic as 
some of its peers in meeting the proposed standard in the federal rankings concerning tracking 
graduates.  Do they have any plan to do so?  Dr. McMaster said that as they have discussed that topic, 
it is post-graduate outcomes, part of item P on the list.  They do want to track students and what their 
incomes are.  Some colleges do so well, some not, and it may need to be a University-wide effort—but 
such data is not easy to acquire.   His job is to try to be sure the University educates students and 
provides a good experience; what they choose to do after graduation is up to them. 
 
 Professor Mayes commented that smaller units in the University are already tracking their 
graduates in order to market their major to prospective students.  What mechanisms do they use, Dr. 
McMaster inquired?  Emails asking students to keep in touch, Professor Mayes said.  It is easier for 
them because they have a small number of graduates to keep track of.  Ms. Golden said they do so in 
her unit as well; the faculty contributed to the effort by contacting former students, but it is a task.  Dr. 
McMaster said he hopes that the Alumni Association can play a role in this in the future. 
 
 Professor Nelson, apropos of the last point, said it would be interesting for the Committee to 
hear a report about the goals of the Alumni Association.  Professor McCormick added that the 
University needs to be clear with alumni that sometimes communications to them are about academic 
matters and not always seeking money.  Professor Breuch reported that her department started a 
LinkedIn group for their graduates and they have found that useful. 
 
 Professor McCormick thanked Dr. McMaster for the report on planning and then asked him to 
turn to the next topic, e-learning, and suggested starting with the policy question related to credits by 
examination. 
 
2. E-learning Issues 
 
 Vice Provost McMaster distributed copies of a schematic covering several matters related to e-
learning, including definitions, factors driving University strategy and its objectives, and the strategic 
priorities (which is what are driving the work of his office now).  The latter include (1) improve the 
undergraduate teaching and learning experience by targeting selected programs and courses for 
enhancement or redesign; (2) support increased graduation and retention rates by giving 
undergraduates additional scheduling flexibility through redesign of high demand classes into an 
online format; and (5) explore the potential of emergent technologies by offering a limited number of 
massively open online course to a broad-based national and international students.  (University 
priorities (3) and (4) relate to graduate and professional students and to improving access to continuing 
education and non-credit education.)  He then explained the coordinated model the University is using, 
including the e-learning collaborative that includes the Center for Teaching and Learning, the libraries, 
the Office of Information Technology, and other interested units.  He also noted that the Office of E-
learning was created about 10 months ago and it reports to his office. 
 
 From the late summer e-learning retreat, the goals for e-learning include reaching agreement 
on the major e-learning strategies, outline a program that works to achieve them, identify 5-10 specific 
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e-learning initiatives, and develop a set of e-learning principles (e.g., that they are as rigorous as 
regular classes, they are taught by regular faculty, and there is attention to learning outcomes).  The 
University is not going to shift from being residential campuses, Dr. McMaster said, and he believes 
that the campus will still be here in 100 years.  But the environment will be different.   
 
 Professor McCormick said that these will thus be full-credit courses, unlike MOOCs, and in 
every sense a University course.  Dr. McMaster agreed but said that at the same time they will be 
watching MOOCs very carefully. 
 
 Mr. Volovik said that many classes are already enhanced with online elements.  Dr. McMaster 
agreed and said that this e-learning discussion is focused primarily on courses that are completely 
online.   
 
 As a result of the advances in e-learning, Dr. McMaster said, there is a set of policies that 
SCEP must address (e.g., a student takes a MOOC and then wants to take a test to get credit for the 
work; what should the maximum percentage of degree credits earned this way?).  Or a student says he 
or she knows the material and wants to take a test for credit, Professor McCormick commented.  Dr. 
McMaster agreed—the student wouldn't necessarily have taken a MOOC, but it seems likely that 
reliance on MOOCs and other online courses will accelerate.   
 
 Professor McPhee asked if these policy issues would be all-University or Twin Cities only.  
Right now Twin Cities only, Dr. McMaster said, but there will quickly be a need to harmonize the 
rules for the whole system. 
 
 Dr. Schiff next reviewed a table outlining the four ways a student can receive credit that is 
recorded on a University transcript and counts toward the student's total credits earned, who grants it, 
and the relative policies and transcript entries.  The four ways are:  (1) enroll for credit in a University 
credit-bearing course, (2) transfer credit from another institution; (3) AP, IB, and CLEP credits, and 
(4) credit by exam.  The admissions office decides if a transfer course counts for credit; the academic 
department decides if it counts toward the major.  In the case of credits by examination from another 
institution, the University does not accept such credits.  University of Minnesota credits by exam are 
entirely up to a department to offer. 
 
 Dr. Schiff noted the campus requirements for a University baccalaureate degree. 
 

Minimum number of semester credits 
•    120 credits 
 
Minimum number of credits awarded by the University campus from which a student plans to 
graduate 
•    At least 30 semester credits 
•    At least 15 of the last 30 credits 
•    At least half of the upper-division credits in the major 
•    If seeking a minor, at least 3 upper division credits in the minor 
 
Breadth of study requirements (e.g., liberal education requirements, writing requirements)  
•    Determined by each campus 
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GPA and grade requirements 
•    2.000 required minimum U of M cumulative GPA 
•    Limits on S/N grades 

o    No more than 25% of U of M credits may be taken S/N 
o    No S/N grades are accepted in major course work unless that is the only grading 
option for a course 
o    If a student has competed only the minimum of 30 credits at the U of M, no more 
than 8 of the 30 credits may be S/N 

•    Grades in courses for major and minor 
o    D grades count toward a student's total credits, but may not count toward a 
requirement in a student’s major or minor 

 
Dr. Schiff also noted the pertinent policies, which may require attention from the Committee.  In the 
case of credits by examination, for example, should there be a limit on the number that count?  Should 
there be a limit on the number of nationally-recognized exam credits (AP, IB, CLEP)?  Is a 30-credit 
minimum of University credits too little, too much, or just right?  How will credits be counted when it 
comes to MOOCs from the University—or from other institutions?  Is the requirement that 15 of the 
last 30 credits be at the campus about right, or too little or too many? 
 
 Professor Brothen noted that CLEP exam results are accepted by the University, but there is a 
nationally-recognized group that administers the exams.  Is there a similar means of accepting 
MOOCs?  Ms. Bardouche said the question is whether there are any nationally recognized 
organizations that have developed exams for MOOCs which the University would accept. 
 
 Professor Nelson asked about the current policy for auditing a course, or a practice of letting 
students sit in, which may make exam taking more complex.  Dr. McMaster said that if a student 
audits a course, and pays as required, he or she could ask to obtain credits by examination.  The units 
are supposed to charge students for an exam for credit—and a related question is what that fee should 
be. 
 
 Professor McCormick noted there is a limit on the percentage of S/N grades a student may 
count toward a degree; is the T (credit by examination) included in that percentage?  In terms of a 
placement exam versus credit by examination, in the former a student could obtain a waiver (for a 
course or requirement) but not credit for the work; is there a policy on that question?  Ms. Bardouche 
referred to the University policy on prerequisites, which notes that "When a student successfully 
completes a prerequisite course after successfully completing a subsequent course that required the 
prerequisite, credit for the prerequisite course will be granted. Colleges and departments, at their 
discretion, may also allow students to receive credit by examination for the prerequisite course."  If 
one passes the second course in a sequence, a student can get credit by exam for the prerequisite (that 
credit is automatically granted in the language sequences in CLA). 
 
 Ms. Golden asked whether, in the case of credit by examination, a department gives the final 
exam for a course or develops a separate test.  It is up to the department, Dr. Schiff said.  So, Ms. 
Golden inquired, if the department does not have an exam or does not wish to offer credit by 
examination, it can say "no"?  It can, Dr. Schiff affirmed.  Some faculty members and departments 
may be uncomfortable relying on a one-hour exam to decide whether to grant credit for a course; some 
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may offer an exam plus, for example, a one-credit course—but that takes a considerable amount of 
faculty time.  Moreover, Professor Brothen pointed out, some exams may not accurately test 
knowledge in an area; there could be validity and reliability issues.  Professor McCormick said that 
one size may not fit all and the Committee could consider drafting guidelines.  Ms. Bardouche said 
that after the Committee studies the matter, it may be that clarifications in the FA Qs will be sufficient, 
or it may wish to recommend a policy change (such as a limit on the number of credits by examination 
that will be accepted toward a degree).  Mr. Volovik suggested they be treated like AP credits, without 
a limit, or the University might end up turning away the best students.  Professor McCormick 
observed, however, that there is some level of trust in the AP infrastructure; there is no parallel review 
of MOOCs or of consistency in department exams.  Ms. Bardouche reminded the Committee, apropos 
of Mr. Volovik's point, that one must be an enrolled student before being eligible to obtain credits by 
examination.   
 
 Professor McPhee reported that the Morris campus has seen an increased number of students 
seeking credits by examination from MOOCs, so one can assume that there will be an uptick in such 
requests.  Students cannot count AP credits toward the major but there are some sophisticated MOOCs 
being offered that students could use toward a major (via credit by exam) if the University, college, 
and department permitted doing so. 
 
 Ms. Golden asked if the Committee could receive data on the number of credits by 
examination awarded as well as the number of IB, AP, and CLEP credits given.  If the Committee is 
going to consider a limit on credits by examination, it would be helpful to see data.  Dr. Schiff 
commented that there are students who come to the University with a year's worth of AP credits.  She 
said the data could be provided, as well as data on the number of credits requested after taking 
MOOCs, if they exist (but they may only exist at departmental level).  It was said that MOOC students 
are not traditional University undergraduate students and a question about the assumption that there 
will be a significant increase in requests for credit by examination, so the Committee should take its 
time to be thoughtful, but a review is necessary. 
 
 Professor Brothen noted that in the 1970s and 1980s there was a movement to grant credit for 
work experience.  McCormick asked if competency-based credit was denoted by the T on the 
transcript; it is, Ms. VanVoorhis said, which is the question of credit by examination has arisen.  
Professor McCormick asked if an examination plus review of work experience is allowed; it is at 
Duluth and Morris and a couple of programs on the Twin Cities campus, Ms. VanVoorhis said, but it 
is not a practice that the provost encourages.  Mr. Anderson asked what happens when a Duluth or 
Morris student who has accumulated such credits transfers to the Twin Cities campus.  That is a 
problem, Ms. VanVoorhis observed. 
 
 Professor McCormick thanked Vice Provost McMaster, Ms. Bardouche, Dr. Schiff, and Ms. 
VanVoorhis for their discussion. 
 
3. Committee Business 
 
 Professor McCormick said he reviewed the list of potential agenda items for the Committee 
and that Professor McPhee has suggested an addition.  Professor McPhee said the Committee has 
received a number of news articles that touch on economic diversity, including metrics for graduation 
and retention.  One question is how to assess success, balancing the need for high retention and 
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graduation rates with the goal of serving broad elements of the population.  He said he believes this is 
related to the role of the flagship research university in the state and connected to questions of 
economic mobility.  As a response to legislative pressure concerning retention and graduation, there 
needs to be discussion of serving the population. 
 
 Professor McCormick asked if economic diversity is a separate issue. 
 
 Professor Brothen suggested the question could be answered in part with financial-aid data:  is 
the University giving opportunities to people?  The long-term study is whether people are graduating 
into occupations better than the ones they came from.   
 
 In response to Professor McCormick's query about whether economic diversity is a separate 
issue, Professor Alexander said she believes this is a separate agenda item from the overall metrics 
discussed earlier because it is raising the issue of whether the University already has already have the 
appropriate metrics of success or should there be other considerations. 
 
 Professor McCormick reviewed other issues pending. 
 
--  grading in context:  Ms. VanVoorhis will bring a demo to the Committee showing how data will be 
presented to students and to faculty, and Vice Provost McMaster can describe any actions he has 
recommended (in response to SCEP's recommendations to him) promote grade-context discussions 
among faculty at the program-level. 
 
--  D in major prerequisite courses:  will be taken up. 
 
--  public engagement issues:  Professor Nelson will bring issues. 
 
--  update from the Classroom Advisory Subcommittee. 
 
--  updates from the chairs of the Council on Liberal Education and Campus Writing Board. 
 
--  barriers and facilitating factors for interdisciplinary research and teaching:  the Committee will 
await the Faculty Senate discussion scheduled by the Faculty Consultative Committee before deciding 
if should take up the issue. 
 
--  update on the international student fee and how it is being used. 
 
--  maintaining personal contacts in instruction (an issue passed along from the Faculty Consultative 
Committee for its consideration). 
 

Ms. Golden said a larger concern is slow changes in technology when instructors must change 
their courses, which has an impact on quality; the University is not nimble enough.  Professor Brothen 
observed that there will be new versions of Moodle each year, which forces changes.  Professor 
McPhee said what is needed are tools that make it easy to update course content, because some tools 
lock content in place, making it a lot of work to change.  Mr. Anderson said that technology should 
push forward in e-learning and open more doors, not lock people in.  There needs to be more 
participation in decisions about these tools. 
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--  strong, active advising to help students shape their curriculum so they have early career success and 
building in "insurance" courses; helping students think carefully about careers. 
 
--  there will be information items related to the Enterprise System Upgrade Project from Ms. 
VanVoorhis. 
 
 Professor McCormick adjourned the meeting at 4:00. 
 
      -- Gary Engstrand 
 
University of Minnesota 
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